One to Go!

Gonzaga beats South Carolina, advances to Monday night’s national championship game against North Carolina Tar Heels.
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Gonzaga center Przemek Karnowski celebrates with Zach Collins and Silas Melson. Photo by Dan Pelle, The Spokesman-Review

Gonzaga beats South Carolina, advances to Monday night’s national championship game against North Carolina Tar Heels.

Of All the Dates . . .
Nine months ago an April wedding date seemed so safe. So what do you do if you’re a Gonzaga alum and you realize your magical wedding date is the same date as Gonzaga’s date with destiny in the NCAA Final Four?

The Right Formula
You bring plenty of style and you include a little luck, but mostly the Gonzaga basketball team brought its own version of sheer toughness and will to overcome a South Carolina team with the heart of a lion.

Lou and Clear
It’s one thing to watch it on TV, but you really have to be at the Final Four to get the enormity of the whole experience, which put Spokane on the national map Saturday. Paul Turner explains why.

TV Take: Street Fight
CBS play-by-play man Jim Nantz called the game “a street fight in Phoenix.” The Zags didn’t get the usual contributions, but still prevailed. Analyst Grant Hill chalked it up to composure down the stretch.
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